FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

EPXB2 Bulkhead for Disconnect Panel Sealing Applications
January 2016 - Radiall, a global leader in design, development and manufacturing of innovative
interconnect solutions, has expanded the EPX™ series to now offer the EPXB2 Bulkhead receptacle. The
EPXB2 Bulkhead provides permanent sealing between pressurized and non-pressurized areas, in a
disconnect application.
Offering the same modularity as the EPX™ series, the EPXB2 Bulkhead receptacle is fully intermateable
with all EPXB2 plugs and uses the same broad range of contacts and accessories. Featuring a large
range of Bulkhead inserts and a modular design, EPXB2 Bulkhead can optimize density and provide a
very competitive solution.
The EPXB2 Bulkhead design offers time savings when terminating connectors due to the wide range of
existing EPX™ crimp and PC tail contacts. Signal, power, Quadrax and fiber optics insert arrangements
and user-friendly features (front release/rear removable) also help facilitate maintenance on bulkhead
connectors.
Qualified according to EN4644, EPXB2 Bulkhead is an extension of EPX™ shells and provides air
3
leakage (16cm /h) and higher altitude immersion (55,000 feet) than EPXB inserts. Utilizing the same
proven technology as the EPX™ series, EPXB2 Bulkhead receptacles provide easy and economical
integration in the aircraft BOM.
Expanding its limits- EPXB2 Bulkhead will continuously evolve with the launch of new insert
arrangements in upcoming months.
For further information on Radiall’s new EPXB2 Bulkhead receptacle please contact a Radiall sales
representative, Distributor or visit www.radiall.com
###
About Radiall

Radiall is a global manufacturer of leading-edge interconnect solutions. The company offers an extensive
range of RF coaxial connectors and cable assemblies, coaxial switches, fiber optic and microwave
components, multipin connectors and more. Radiall has sales offices and subsidiaries throughout the
world, R&D in the U.S., Europe and China, along with manufacturing facilities strategically located in the
U.S., Mexico, India, and China.
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